
Royal Essence Collection crafted For Kings and Queens

Royal Essence Collection

 The Royal Essence Collection is a tribute to the origins of perfumery. Inspired by 
seven of the world’s most grandiose royal families. This collection explores the 
historical journey of these majestic royal kingdoms through fragrances that celebrate 
royalty, eminence, legacy and the splendor of kings and queens.

Creating an unmatched mystic aura of opulence, these seven fragrances transport 
you to the center of the lives of these royal kingdoms/families and span the time and 
vast continents they represent. The Royal Essence Collection is a masterful blend of 
earth’s finest modern and classic ingredients, expressing the boundless beauty of 
our nature with unheralded pleasing and sensibility. A collection celebrating the 
royalty within each of us, crafted for kings and queens alike.

These extraordinary gender-neutral fragrances are presented in diamond-shaped 
and topped with a distinct jewelry-crafted hand-cut crystal caps embellished with 
Ruby and Emerald Stones and adorned with Swarovski diamonds circling the 
24-karat gold-plated neck, symbolizing purity, perfection, harmony, creativity, and 
strength, which are the pillars of Benigna Parfums' core values. The top view of the 
brand’s bottle is geometrically mimic an airplane wing to fuse Benigna’s passions.



Royal Essence Collection’s Crown Cap

The $3 million Exclusive Fragrance Crafted for A Charity 
Cause 

Benigna Parfums brings to light the historical pieces of the Imperial Crown and its 
spiritual significance. Dating back to the fifteenth century when English monarchs 
chose a crown design closed by arches to demonstrate that England was not subject 
to any other earthly power, the idea of the imperial crown was born. The Imperial 
State Crown was originally made for King George VI in 1937 off a pattern from a 
crown made in 1838 for Queen Victoria’s coronation and later used for the 
coronation of Edward VII. Taking inspiration from this very crown, Benigna Parfums 
recreated the imperial state crown for it's Royal Essence perfumes Collection. 
Incorporated into the design are the 'Black Prince's Ruby' and the 'Stuart Sapphire' 
stones with the prominent British royal elements and symbols. 



The crown-Cap recreated from the British Imperial State crown for $3 million dollars 
perfume. Benigna Parfums has now recreated the crown in ultimate celebration 
collection in honor and celebration of HM Queen Elizabeth II on her platinum jubilee 
celebration.


